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Who's Afraid of Dystopia? William Gibson's 
Neuromancer and Fredric Jameson's Writing on 
·.•Utopia and Science Fiction 
·In the ominous year of 1984, William Gibson published an important 
dystopian assessment of America in the age of information 
.. technology. 1 His Neuromancer depicts a world so fully permeated by 
·• electronic flows of information that the boundaries between empirical 
reality and its representation have become thoroughly blurred. 
Gibson's characters live in a world of simulations and commodified 
. subjectivities they fully take for granted. The first sentence of 
• Gibson's cyberpunk novel already registers the complete obliteration 
of anything we could confidently call nature: "The sky above the port 
was the color of television, tuned to a dead channel" (9).2 That this is 
not merely a metaphorical description of a gray sky but a 
representation of a technologically produced "reality" becomes clear 
when the color of the sky in Freeside, a zero-gravity holiday resort, is 
described as "the recorded blue of a Cannes sky" that can be "turned 
off' (148). 
Neuromancer's fictional world is a thoroughly dystopian space in 
which ecocide has already occurred. It is a world in which the "real" 
sky is a "poisoned silver sky," horses are extinct, and rats grow to the 
·· .. size of small children (13; 112-3). Gibson's characters are fascinated 
I thank Nicole Nyffenegger, Matt Kimmich, Tom Moylan, and Michael J. 
Griffin for useful feedback on earlier versions of this essay. 
2 Cyberpunk is a subgenre of science fiction (sf) that has affinities with so-called 
"hard" sf in its focus on technology and, to a lesser degree, science, but it 
departs from many traditional examples of the genre in its depiction of a near 
and consistently dystopian future. Neuromancer is widely regarded as the 
inaugural work of cyberpunk (McCaffery 11-12). 
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and repulsed, elevated and diminished by conspiratorial webs of 
information of a truly global order - an order that is dominated by 
ruthless multinational corporations and their vast informational grids. 
Gibson's fictional subjects surgically enhance their bodies with 
inorganic prostheses or organic implants readily available at black-
market clinics. Neuromancer's world is, in short, a world of cyborgs 
m which human memory, knowledge, and actions are enhanced, 
interfaced with, and sometimes replaced by machines and the 
simulations they produce. 
The sheer "density of information" of Gibson's world triggers 
near-religious states of consciousness (261). When Case, the novel's 
protagonist, ''.jacks in" and projects his consciousness into cyberspace 
he experiences a feeling close to mystical union: ' 
Symbols, figures, faces, a blurred, fragmented mandala of visual information. 
Please, he prayed, now-
A gray disk, the color of Chiba sky. 
Now--
Disk beginning to rotate, faster, becoming a sphere of paler gray. Expanding-
And flowed, flowered for him, fluid neon origami trick, the unfolding of his 
distanceless home, his country, transparent 3D chessboard extending to infinity. 
Inner eye opening to the stepped scarlet pyramid of the Eastern Seabord Fission 
Authority burning beyond the green cubes of Mitsubishi Bank of America, and 
high and very far away he saw the spiral arms of military systems, forever 
beyond his reach. 
And ~omewhere he was laughing, in a \Vhite-painted loft, distant fingers 
caressmg the deck, tears of release streaking his face (68-9). 
What we find at the heart of the experience of cyberspace is a merging 
of the subject's own information-processing systems with those that 
exist outside its body. In this important passage, mystical rapture is 
rendered in the double register of sexuality ("now [ ... ] Now [ ... ] And 
flowed, flowered for him," "fingers caressing the deck," ''tears of 
release") and religion ("mandala of visual information," "Please, he 
prayed," "extending to infinity") familiar from descriptions of 
mystical moments of being. Case experiences his immersion into 
cyberspace as a communion with the infinite space of a technological 
other. 
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At the same time, however, this passage registers the material 
reality beneath the virtual reality of the matrix. 3 The references to a 
Japanese-American bank and "the spiral arms of military systems" 
evoke the socioeconomic context of globalization, a context that is 
crucial to any understanding of Gibson's world of information. 
Gibson's vision of the near future belies Daniel Bell's assertion that 
"in the post-industrial society, production and business decisions will 
be subordinated to, or derive from, other forces in society [ ... ] not 
only the best talents but eventually the entire complex of prestige and 
status will be rooted in the intellectual and scientific communities" 
(344-5).4 In Neuromancer, Gibson singles out multinational 
corporations rather than knowledge institutes as the new seats of 
(global) power and thus identifies more accurately than Bell the 
dominant socioeconomic actors of the late twentieth century: "Power, 
in Case's world, meant corporate power. The zaibatsus, the 
multinationals that shaped the course of human history, had 
transcended old barriers" (242). Neuromancer identifies with some 
accuracy a social trajectory that Frank Webster describes as "the 
continuation of existing social relations rather than the emergence of a 
'post-industrial' society in which 'theory' is decisive" ( 49). 
In its oscillation between mystical rapture and dystopian 
resignation at the prospect of a world fully organized around the 
capitalist production, distribution, and exchange of information, 
Neuromancer is an example of what Linda Hutcheon has usefully 
analyzed as a "paradoxical postmodernism of complicity and 
critique," i.e., a postmodemism "that at once inscribes and subverts 
the conventions and ideologies of the dominant cultural and social 
3 This is also true of Gibson's depiction of the cybercity, which corresponds to 
what Castells has referred to as the "bipolarization" of the "informational city," 
i.e., the emergence of divided cities like New York or Tokyo - nodal points of 
the information age in which highly qualified information workers spend their 
daytime side by side with a steadily growing mass of the underprivileged 
(Informationol City 184). 
4 Bell's concept of the postindustrial society is problematic, both as a tool of 
sociological analysis and as a description of the set of concerns raised in 
Gibson's novel. See Castells for a concise critique of Bell (Rise 203-8). 
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forces. of the twentieth-century western world" (11). Gibson's 
dep1ct10n of corporate power structures and acts of violence ensures 
that Case's fascination with the informational networks of 
multinational capitalism is never fully transferred to the reader. Case's 
emotional and cognitive response itself is more accurately described 
as a mixture of fascination and fear, of transport and entrapment. His 
response is ;nore properly analyzed as the sense of awe the subject 
expenences m the presence of the sublime. 
Fredric Jameson has asserted that Gibson's work belongs to 
those "most energetic postmodernist texts" which "afford us some 
glimpse into a postmodern or technological sublime" (Postmodernism 
37). In the postmodern era, he argues, nature has given way to 
technology as the radically other capable of inspiring awe. Nature, 
now largely domesticated, is no longer the mighty force that inspires 
astomshment and terror (as it did for Edmund Burke) or produces - in 
the case of Immanuel Kant's mathematical sublime - a temporary 
overwhelming of our faculty of imagination. Today, the new 
technologies that enable the vast communicational networks of late 
capitalism are home to the sublime. Yet while Jameson does 
acknowledge the vitality of Gibson's work, his judgment of its politics 
of representation is ultimately a negative one. After classifying 
cyberpunk as "entertainment literature" and dismissing it as "high-
tech paranoia," he goes on to state that 
conspiracy theory (and its garish narrative manifestations) must be seen as a 
degraded attempt - through the figuration of advanced technology - to think the 
impossible totality of the contemporary world system. It is in terms of that 
enormous and threatening, yet only dimly perceivable, other reality of 
economic and social institutions that, in my opinion, the postmodern sublime 
can alone be adequately theorized. 
Such narratives, which first tried to find expression through the generic 
s~cture o~ ~he spy novel, have only recently crystallized in a new type of 
science fiction (sf), called cyberpunk, which is fully as much an expression of 
transnational corporate realities as it is of -global paranoia itself: William 
<?ibson's representational innovations, indeed, mark his work as an exceptional 
literacy realization within a predominantly visual or aural postmodern 
production (Postmodernism 38). 
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Jameson's critical judgment of cyberpunk is consonant with his 
analysis of postmodern art in general and is already formulated in the 
first footnote of Postmodernism, or, The Cultural Logic of Late 
Capitalism: "This is the place to regret the absence from this book of a 
chapter on cyberpunk, henceforth, for many of us, the supreme 
literary expression if not of postmodernism, then of late capitalism 
itself' (419 n.l). Jameson's most recent pronouncements on 
cyberpunk in his long essay, "The Desire Called Utopia," in 
Archaeologies of the Future reiterate his earlier verdict. With "the 
free-enterprise, neo-conservative celebrations of present-day 
cyberpunk," he suggests, the imbrication of literary production in the 
networks oflate capitalist production reaches its apex (132). 
At this point, I want to clarify my own take on Jameson's writing 
on postmodernism. As should have become clear by now, I read 
Jameson as a detractor of postmodernism, not as one of its proponents. 
Even though he is genuinely fascinated by the ingenuity and energy of 
much postmodern art, Jameson ultimately considers its politics 
baleful. No careful reading of his work can, I believe, reach a 
fundamentally different conclusion. That this is so should, moreover, 
already become clear to anyone who has pondered on the implications 
of the title he, an avowed Marxist, has given his opus magnum: 
Postmodernism, or, The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism. Having 
said this, I must admit that I am mystified by attempts to recuperate 
Jameson as either a neutral observer of the postmodern age and its art 
or even a (however ambivalent) champion ofit.5 To be sure, Jameson 
is ambivalent about aesthetic postmodernism (if not about 
socioeconomic postmodernity) - although he tends to conflate the 
two. But he is not ambivalent about the politics of postmodern art. I 
5 See Helmling (online) and Bertens (160-84) for overviews of readings of 
Jameson's stance on postmodernism. In his article, Helmling deems it necessary 
to warn his readers that "neither [Jameson's] repudiation of modernism, nor his 
embrace of the postmodern are so simple as many of his more excited readers 
have wanted to believe" (par. 3 online). To me, Jameson vastly prefers the 
temporal imagination and depth of modernism to the flat surfaces of 
postmodernism. I am forced to conclude that I am not Helmling's implied 
reader. 
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cannot shake the feeling that "affirmative" readings of Jameson's 
writings on postmodernism exemplify a tendency within postmodern 
culture and theory, analyzed by Jameson and others: the acceleration 
of processes by which dissent is co-opted and transformed into 
consent. My own reading of cyberpunk, then, makes use of Jameson 
as a critic of postmodernism and acknowledges the importance of his 
critique. It does, however, suggest that one can, and I think should, 
develop a critical perspective on postrnodernism in all of its forms that 
is less dismissive of its politics ofrepresentation than Jameson's. 
With respect to Neuromancer, I argue that beneath the hip 
neologisms of Gibson's work and its obvious fascination with new 
technologies, the reader can always detect the material reality of 
multinational corporations that exert enormous power and, in 
Gibson's dark vision, do not shrink from using violence to secure their 
business interests. In Neuromancer, the representation of ecological 
disaster and the surveillance society, paranoia, and conspiracy theory 
become tools of a cultural critique that can by no means be brushed 
aside as merely delusional. Paranoia in Gibson is as a strategy of 
making sense of the increasing complexity of the world. As such, it 
has an ambivalent political valency. Case's identification in the above 
passage of "the spiral arms of military systems" as that which 
ultimately remains "forever beyond his reach" pinpoints in no 
uncertain terms "that enormous and threatening, yet only dimly 
perceivable, other reality of economic and social institutions" in terms 
of which "the postmodern sublime can alone be adequately theorized" 
(Jameson, Postmodernism 38). 
Gibson's novel may not provide the "cognitive mapping" 
Jameson calls for, and some of the more sympathetic commentators 
have all too hastily identified cognitive mapping as a social function 
cyberpunk actually serves (see Lohmann). With Neuromancer, Gibson 
does not "achieve a breakthrough to some as yet unimaginable new 
mode of representing [multinational capitalism], in which we may 
again begin to grasp our positioning as individual and collective 
subjects and regain a capacity to act and struggle which is at present 
neutralized by our spatial as well as our social confusion" (Jameson, 
Postmodernism 54). Yet, while Gibson's fiction does not provide a 
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blueprint for a passage that would lead us from a sense of 
overwhelming awe before the technological sublime to political 
action, neither does it simply "express" late capitalism (no work of 
fiction does that). Instead, in its peculiar mixture of joy and terror in 
the face of late capitalism's informational networks, it stages what 
Hutcheon describes as "complicitous critique," a "strange kind of 
critique, one bound up, too, with its own complicity with power and 
domination, one that acknowledges that it cannot escape implication 
in that which it nevertheless still wants to analyze and maybe even 
undermine" (4). 
Considering that Jameson is a frequent contributor to Science-
Fiction Studies, the absence of a sustained discussion of cyberpunk in 
his landmark study on postrnodernism is indeed surprising. A possible 
reason for this absence can, however, be found in "Progress Versus 
Utopia; or, Can We Imagine the Future?," the most influential of 
Jameson's contributions to the journal and his most succint statement 
on the function and meaning of Utopia - which, following Darko 
Suvin, he considers a "socio-economic sub-geme" of sf ("Desire" 
xiv). For Jameson, sf enables a historicizing of the present, 
irrespective of whether its imagined future is utopian or dystopian. Sf 
thus acquires the capacity to "defamiliarize and restructure our 
experience of our own present" ("Progress" 151). In a sense, then, sf 
is always critical of the status quo even if many of its varieties belong 
to mass culture. This is not only so because it constructs an alternative 
future - and thereby transcends the endless repetition of existing 
societal relations other products of the culture industry "hamme[r] into 
human beings" - but also because it passes a negative judgment on 
our own inability to imagine a future that is fundamentally different 
from our present (Adorno 90). It is in this respect that sf inherits "the 
true vocation of the utopian narrative," which is "to confront us with 
our incapacity to imagine Utopia" (Jameson, "Progress" 156). 6 This 
6 Much critique of Jameson's work focuses on his assertion - which is at the 
heart of Postmodernism and still informs his discussion of postmodemism in 
"The Desire Called Utopia" (165-9) - that "late capitalism" is "not only [ ... ] 
something like a literal translation of the other expression, postmodernism, its 
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su_mmarizes fameson' s basic position on the politics of utopian: 
thinking, a pos1hon he has reiterated in many publications including ; 
most recently in "The Politics of Utopia." '· 
Jn his latest work on Utopia, Jameson modifies this take on the 
political filllction of the genre somewhat, arguing that "the Utopian 
form 1tself 1s the answer to the universal ideological conviction that no · 
alternative is possible, that there is no alternative to the system. But it · 
asserts this by forcing us to think of the break itself, and not by 
offenng a more traditional picture of what things would be like after 
th~ break" ("Desire" 232). Jn the light of recent resurgences in utopian 
thinkmg- think of Attac's slogan, "Un autre monde est possible," and 
the dlscurs1ve sh1ft on parts of the Left from antiglobalization to alter-
globalizatio~ (dtermondialisme) - Jameson de-emphasizes our 
1deolog1cal 1mpnsonment and stresses that utopian thinking invites us 
to _cons1der both the necessity and the difficulty of imagining and 
ult!ll1ately reahzmg systemic rupture (Attac France online). Jameson 
here suggests a somewhat more sanguine view of the possibility of 
radical systemic change in which utopian thinking becomes "a rattling 
of the bars and an mtense spiritual concentration and preparation for 
another stage which has not yet arrived" (233). 
While Jameson is at pains to point out that sf possesses a critical 
pote~tial "irrespective of the 'pessimism' or 'optimism' of the 
1magmary future world," his focus on fictional as well as nonfictional 
inlaginations of a future world that is radically different (read: better) 
than our own, betrays a preference for utopias rather than the near-
temporal index seems already to direct attention to changes in the quotidian and 
on the cultural level as such. To say that my two terms, the cultural and the 
ec~nomic, there?y. col~apse back into one another and say the same thing, in an 
eclipse of the distmctton between base and superstructure that has itself often 
~truck people as significantly characteristic of postmodern.ism in the first place, 
is also to suggest .that the base, in the third stage of capitalism, generates its 
superstructures with a new kind of dynamic" (Postmodernism xxi). On 
challenges to Jameson's conflation of the cultural and the socioeconomic _ of 
postmodernism and postmodernity - see Hutcheon (26); Brooker (26); and 
Schwe1ghauser (143-8). 
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;ljiture visions of dystopias ("Progress" 153).7 This preference is 
readily apparent .in his endorsement of Kim Stanley Robinson's and 
tJrsula K. Le Guin' s work. The sense of hope Jameson invests in sf is 
expressed most succinctly in his contention that, "in the twilight of 
late capitalism's virtually global hegemony, with all its post-modem 
.complacency, the utopian imagination is very much on the agenda!" 
(''Critical Agendas" 102). 
An inlportant reason for Jameson's aversion to dystopian fiction 
·stems from the antiutopian impulses of many works of the genre, 
· ranging .from Orwell's Nineteen Eighty-Four to David Fincher's 
movie Fight Club and beyond. This emerges most clearly in 
Jameson's angry denunciation of dystopian writers such as George 
Orwell or Fedor Dostoevskij, whom he labels "enemies of Utopia" 
· . who would "sooner or later turn out to be the enemies of socialism" 
("Islands" 3). Yet this would not explain his negative stance on 
cyberpunk. The political valency of Neuromancer's dystopian 
imagination is, in any case, very clearly different from that of 
Nineteen Eighty-Four, which Jameson rejects with snch gusto. Gibson 
does not, as Orwell arguably does, discredit socialist visions of a 
better future. 
However, the politics of dystopian writers are deeply problematic 
for Jameson even if they do not join the chorus of those who equate 
utopian totality with totalitarianism - a position that has gained 
increasing currency, also in poststructuralist circles, since the end of 
the Cold War (Seeds 53; "Desire" 191-9). Dystopias are not 
· necessarily anti-utopias. Jn fact, in The Seeds of Time (a work that was 
published twelve years after "Progress Versus Utopia"), Jameson 
argues that utopia and dystopia do not constitute a pair of opposites 
(an "optinlist" and a "pessimist" vision of the future, respectively). 
While a utopia "does not tell a story at alL [ ... ] it describes a 
mechanism or even a kind of machine, it furnishes a blueprint" for 
"the construction of material mechanisms that would alone enable 
7 The "secession of the Utopian space itself from the world of empirical or 
historical reality" is for Jameson one of the defining features of the utopian 
mode ("Desire" 39). 
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freedom to come into existence," a dystopia "is generally a narrative.' 
[ ... ] what is in the language of science-fiction criticism called a 'near'• 
future' novel" (55-7). 8 · 
What Jameson finds most troubling about dystopian narratives is 
that the stories they tell about a bleak near future have, he claims, the 
effect of hardening us into accepting the harsh realities under late 
capitalism, thus blocking our utopian imagination. In Jameson's own ' 
words, dyst?pian visions of "pollution, destruction of the ecology, 
overpopulation, fallout, and the like" serve "American business [ ... ]to · 
exchange the older consumer optimism for some new and more 
austere acceptance by the public of collective constraints and •. 
communal living" ("Introduction/Prospectus" 364). His discussion of .. 
cyberpunk literature and film in The Seeds of Time suggests the. 
genre's even greater. complicity with the late-capitalist restructuring of 
social relations. Unlike earlier dystopian narratives, cyberpunk invites. 
us not only to accept the current socioeconomic order but to derive 
ple~sure from what Jameson now diagnoses as an empty, lawless 
social space emerging out of the displacement of civil society - here 
conceptualized as the space between bourgeois privacy and state rule 
by the hegemonic sway of corporate logic: "such conceptions of the 
no-man's-land are not altogether to be taken as nightinares; they do 
not [ ... ] have any of the bleak otherness of the classical dystopian 
fantasy, and the very freedom from state terror lends the violence of 
8 Note that ~ameson in "Desire" shifts emphasis most descisively from Utopia as 
the figuration of a better future to Utopia as a self-reflexive meditation on the 
difficulty of imagining radical political change. He goes as far as suggesting 
tha: the "vacuous evocation" of the utopian wish "as the image of a perfect 
society or even the blueprint of a better one are best set aside from the outset 
without any further comment" (72). In his earlier work, both views are still 
allowed to co-exist side by side. To be fair, his shifting positions are due less to 
any argumentative inconsistency on his part than to changes in the genre itself. 
He suggests as much when he writes that "the older texts seemed indeed to 
offer blueprints for change" while now, with works such as Robinson's Mars 
trilogy, «arguments about the nature and desirability of Utopia as such [ ... ] 
move to the center of attention" (216). For further discussion of the distinction 
between dystopianism and antiutopianism, see also Fitting C'Impulse"). 
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'the no-man's-land the value ofa distinctive kind of praxis, excitement 
>tather than fear - the space of adventure that replaces the old medieval 
, landscape of romance with a fully built and posturban infinite space, 
· where corporate property has somehow abolished the older individual 
private property without becoming public" (159). It is in line with this 
:reconsideration of cyberpunk as excitement that Jameson in "The 
··Desire Called Utopia" toys with the idea that the genre might actually 
be less dystopian than "something like the Utopian expression of late 
or finance capital as such" (190). 
This takes me back to my discussion of Neuromancer, a close 
reading of which will highlight some of the limits of Jameson's 
·writing on Utopia and sf. Jameson's assertion that cyberpunk evokes 
. an atinosphere of "excitement rather than fear" certainly captures 
something of Case's exhilaration in the face of the multiple challenges 
he faces in the networks of technology and power, and it surely also 
·helps explain the genre's appeal to a predominantly male young-adult 
readership. Yet, while Case's acts of aggression are sanctioned as 
those of a lone adventurer, about which more needs to be said below, 
the systemic violence perpetrated against Case and other characters 
· never is. As readers, we are asked to identify with Case but not with 
the radically debased world in which he moves. That world exhibits 
much of the bleakness Jameson does not find in it. Its pathologies 
include the death of nature, urban poverty and decay, snuff porn, 
corporate violence, schizophrenia (Armitage), inhuman viciousness 
bordering on the psychotic (Riviera), and a general disregard for 
human life. These and other social and psychological pathologies are 
neither recuperated not neutralized by the excitement the adventure 
story format generates, and Gibson's fictional take on our possible 
near future continues to oscillate between fascination and repulsion. 
If utopian sf betrays our own inability to iniagine a world better 
than our own, Jameson's writing on sf betrays an inability on his part 
to perceive the critical potential of visions of a future worse than our 
own. The limits of some forms of Marxist critique of cyberpunk are 
also demonstrated by the work of Tom Moylan, one of the more 
influential commentators on recent dystopian sf. In his article on 
Gibson's trilogy, Moylan focuses almost exclusively on the novels' 
utopian enclaves, in which he locates all "possibility of historical 
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change" and "re_sistance to the dominant forces" ("Global" 186-
Unable, to find viable alternative models of living that are affirmed: 
Gibson_s_ tnlogy, Moylan concludes that "Gibson's texts begin to 1 ' 
their cntical edge as the utopian enclaves (as developed in the ico ;. 
register of the alternative world) fall under the compromis · ? 
mfluence of the pnmary plot and protagonist (as developed in th. 
register of the 'master narrative' running through all three volumes)· 
(189). In its straightforwardness, Moylan's argument crystallizes so 
of the problems that also beset Jameson's writing on dystopian fictioti:· 
Subsequently, m Scraps of the Untainted Sky: Science Fiction, Utopia) 
Dystopza, he has proposed the term "critical dystopia" for those 
contemporary dystopian narratives that present and affirm utopian 
spaces agamst the background of a radically darkened world. While I 
fmd "cntical dystopia," as does Jameson, a highly useful term it does 
not allow for an_ appreciation of the critical potential of the d;stopiaJ1 
itself as a cogmtive mode since it locates the possibility of culturaL 
critique _exclusively m the utopian vision of dystopian narratives/ 
Beanng i~ nund Jameson's categorical distinction between utopia and' 
dystopia m The Seeds of Time, we may well ask whether Marxist 
cntics are not demanding too much from dystopian narratives when . 
they . approach them with expectations regularly raised and met by 
classical utopian but not by classical dystopian texts. 
This question, it seems to me, needs to be answered in the 
affirmative not only for Jameson's work but also with respect to many 
of the _re-evaluations of the dystopian mode collected in Raffaella 
Baccolmi and Moylan's important Dark Horizons: Science Fiction 
and the fJystopian Imagination. Let me give but two examples. Phillip 
Wegner _s rnadmg of Fight Club and Ghost Dog as dystopian fihns 
;hat exhibit_ dos:, affmities with cyb~rpunk does acknowledge their 
'bnlhant critique of outmoded but still active notions of masculinity 
only to conclude that . "in the end, both films pass beyond the 
engageme~ts of the critical _dystopia and give way to the 'resigned 
pessumsm of the naturalist ideologies from which the form arises in 
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e first place" (182).9 Peter Fitting's contribution to Dark Horizons 
.en raises the stakes: to him, only those dystopias deserve to be 
lled "critical" which offer "an explanation of how the dystopian 
1l\lation came about as much as what should be done about it" 
;'.Unmasking" 156). 
· Against such tendencies in recent sf criticism, I argue that 
ystopian extrapolations of a nightinarish future from our present age 
Tmultinational capitalism may constitute critiques of the status quo 
yen if they do not hold out the promise of a radically different world. 
· ltural critique need not be affirmative to achieve its aims. True to 
eson's assertion that sfs visions of the future have the effect of 
"transforming our own present into the determinate past of something 
yet to come" and contrary to his claim that postmodernism has lost all 
~ense of history, I maintain that dystopian writing such as Gibson's 
Neuromancer stages a cultural critique by historicizing the present 
'state of the world as an undesirable condition with an even less 
.;desirable futirre ("Progress" 151-2).10 Gibson's critique is inscribed 
'.precisely in the bleakness of his vision. 
Yet Gibson's novel does bear heavy ideological burdens. Gibson 
freely draws on the conventions of established narrative genres 
without giving much thought to some of their less sanguine 
implications. As Tom Myers points out, Case's name already links 
' him with the detective genre (888). A number of other important 
postmodernist texts - including Don DeLillo's White Noise, Thomas 
9 I should add here that I find Ghost Dog a far less obvious candidate for a 
discussion of dystopiao film thaoFight Club. 
10 It is also in this sense, not merely in its depiction of a near future, that Gibson's 
fiction belongs to extrapolative sf. The utopias Jameson privileges largely 
belong to speculative sf. As Brian McHale points out with recourse to Carl D. 
Malmgren's distinction between extrapolative and speculative sf, "extrapolative 
sf begins with the current state of the empirical world, in particular the current 
state of scientific knowledge, and proceeds, in logical and linear fashion, to 
construct a world which might be a future extension or consequence of the 
current state of affairs. Speculative world-building, by contrast., involves an 
imaginative leap, positing one or more disjunctions with the empirical world 
which cannot be linearly extrapolated from the current state of affairs" (244). 
J 
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Pynchon's The Crying of Lot 49, and Ishmael Reed's Mumbo Jumb. 
equally develop a detective plot. Yet what distinguishes Gibson's 
of generic conventions from that of his fellow postmodernists · 
sharply is its utter lack of parodic inflection. And it is primarily t 
lack which renders Gibson's return to traditional narrative fo 
problematic. 
Case's coolness, his obstinacy, substance abuse and less t 
legal methods make him a cyberspace version of the hard-boile' 
detective. 11 Andrew Ross has characterized Gibson's fiction as "hard 
boiled masculinity, second time around," and feminist critics hav 
rightly criticized cyberpunk's masculinist bias (Ross 156; Holling 
31). What I consider the most troublesome aspect of Gibson's writing; 
though, concerns yet another trait it shares with hard-boiled detectiv~ 
fiction. When George Grella notes that the American detective nove 
is "energized by the self-reliance of the frontier" and "customaril ·· 
establishes its moral norm within the consciousness of an individual 
man," he might as well describe Case's narrative function within 
Neuromancer (104). In his excellent discussion of Gibson's novel; 
David Brande suggests that its frequent references to westwar 
expansion and frontiers, its designation of hackers as "console 
cowboys," and its evocation of the matrix as a space "extending to 
infinity" are manifestations of late capitalism's political unconscious 
(Neuromancer 52). Gibson's cyberspace stages a crucial ideological 
fantasy of the late-capitalist system: the possibility of a limitless space 
into which capital can expand to escape its own inherent contradiction 
of overaccumulation. So far, Brande's analysis, published in the same 
year as The Seeds of Time, is rather close to Jameson's reflections on 
11 Orella's description of some of the characteristics of hard-boiled detective 
fiction reads like an account of Neuromancer's style and thematics: "The 
American detective novel, paradoxically, combines its romance themes and 
structures with a tough, realistic surface and a highly sensational content" and is 
"characterized by rapid action, colloquial language, emotional impact, and the 
violence that pervades American fiction" (104). 
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. . e " yet Brande adds that 
\'!J?unk' s ."posturban inf;:;~ r:fa~c ~s a mimetic reflection of 
son's ficuon should no . f both the fantasies and the 
ioeconomic realities but as a staging 0 
'tradictions oflate capitalism: 
to structure real capitalist social relatio~s 
Gibson's fiction, o~ o~e hand~~!~s of the final subsumption of all symbolic 
by providing const.J.tutlve fan . mone form of value: cyberspace as 
exchange, and the subject itself, into th! ':, [ y] On the other hand, as an 
. f overaccumu auon · · · · the answer to cnses o h 1 k that mobilizes these fantasies: . fi ti announces t e ac 
ideological dream, h1s c on k d 'ts systemic and inevitable tendency 
. . bl h ger of the mar et an 1 
the msati~ . e thun . t al contradictions of capitalism (536). 
toward cns1s - e Ill em 
. , di but I would add that the 
fully concur with. Brande s rea ng,t fully in the dystopian vision 
' ontradictions of capitalism emerge mo~ so many Marxist critics, 
o.f. Gibson's novel. It is the dys;opiabmlsmwith which ensures that 
. . are uncom,orta e . l 
jncluding Jameson, . b ath his novel's ideologica 
Gibson's critique doe.s not disappe~r s:~:egies, its gadget-crammed 
burdens, its conventional narrat1v 'th the hum and glitter of the 
:.· . b · enchanunent wi . 
·surface, and its o vious . Wh ther Gibson intended this or 
hn 1 · of information. e . new tee o og1es . . . . "'f you continue m your ways, 
· not, Neuromancer iss~es a .w;:r;:mg.fU:ally the bleakness of Gibson's 
'your future will look like this._ is, k' f cultural critique despite 
hi t ontmue the wor o . h v. ision that allows m 0 c d positions wholly outside t e 
. . h · the posuno em era, . 1 his reallzauon t at, m . 1 tru tures are no longer availab e -
prevalent discourses and matena s c 
if, indeed, they ever were. 
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Paradise Lost: The Destruction of Utopia in 
The Beach 
Of man's first disobedience, and the fruit 
Of that forbidden tree, whose mortal taste 
Brought death into the world[ ... ], 
Sing heavenly muse. 
John Milton, Paradise Lost 
In. his introduction to The Principle of Hope, Ernst Bloch states that 
''thinking means venturing beyond. [ ... ] Real venturing beyond knows 
and activates the tendency which is inherent in history and which 
\proceeds dialectically. Primarily, everyone lives in the future, because 
· they strive, past things only come later, and as yet genuine present is 
.almost never there at all" (4). This impetus to seek out a better future 
is the driving force behind any utopia, whether ancient or modern; but 
· it is also a feature of the theories of two prominent poststructuralists, 
:Jacques Derrida and Jacques Lacau. On the surface, the incorporation 
of these writers into a discussion on Utopia may appear problematic, 
as Lacau has often been described as nihilistic and dystopian. Equally, 
Derrida's relentless deconstruction of signification and his critique of 
·it;; inherent hierarchies seem to leave little room for a utopia of any 
' sort. However, like Bloch, Derrida argues that humanity is 
·.unavoidably directed towards the future: "this question arrives, if it 
· arrives, it questions with regard to what will come in the future-to-
come. Turned toward the future, going toward it, it also comes from it, 
proceeds from [provident de] the future" (xix). In this extract from 
Specters of Marx, Derrida is referring to the question of justice in the 
political realm, suggesting like Bloch, that the desire for positive 
· change must be situated in the future. Lacau too, in his writings on 
. psychoanalysis, encompasses the future orientation of personal and 
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